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Abstract. Currently the most popular approach to facial expression
analysis uses categorical representations of expressions based on labels like
sad, happy and angry. Subtle expression variations require however a quan-
titative and continuous representation. Besides, today’s subjective expres-
sion spaces, built by semantic differential level scores and reduced to low
dimensional continuous spaces using MDS or PCA have no direct corre-
spondence with the physical stimuli or the expression images. On the other
hand, the spaces used in engineering are based on purely physical stim-
uli or images which can hardly be called expression spaces. Even in mod-
els incorporating spacial structure, the geometry of the expression space
received little attention and is usually assumed to be Euclidean. The aim
of this paper is to build an expression space which is directly connected
with the physical stimuli or the expression images. At the same time, it
has to incorporate the subjective characteristics of expression perception.
We use methods from psychophysics to build an expression space based on
the physical stimuli or expression image space equipped with JND or dis-
crimination threshold data. The construction follows the approach used
in color science where the MacAdam ellipsoids provide for every color a
metric tensor in a Riemannian space. We show that the discrimination
thresholds indicate that the space is not Non-Euclidean. We will also illus-
trate the intrinsic geometrical structure of the expression spaces for several
observers obtained from two large image databases of face expressions.
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1 Introduction

Face expressions and emotions are now mainly represented by categories such
as basic expressions and emotions. In particular, most expression recognition
systems are based on features defined by discrete levels of Action Units (AUs)
to classify an arbitrary expression image into some basic category [1,2].
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Two theories known in expression perception researches in psychology e.g.
[20] are the categorical theory by Ekman [4] which assumes the existence of
universally invariant basic expressions among different races and cultures which
provide a model of expression perception by classification into these discrete
categories described by language labels. The dimensional theory by Schlosberg
[5], Russell and Bullock [6] seeks geometric relationships between expressions
by arranging the basic expressions into a circular order in a psychological space
obtained from multidimensional scaling (MDS) [7]. The dimensional theory could
be regarded as an extension rather than a denial of the categorical theory. On
the other hand, it was also suggested that there is a natural way to describe
emotions or expressions as a continuous distribution in the psychological space.

Current representations of expressions often use verbal labels of the categor-
ical names thus providing a qualitative characterization only. Facial expression
images or their features are reduced to certain low dimensional space by e.g.
principal component analysis (PCA) or MDS and are then divided into basic
categories based on AU matching. The abundance of subtle and delicate, but
unnamed expressions and their variations are hard to describe without a quan-
titative representation. An attempt to eliminate possible linguistic effects (due
to the labeling of the expressions using natural language) is due to Russell who
used preschool children in their experiments. In the following we assume that
the inner structure and the relationships between expressions are also important
therefore quantitative descriptions are required. Such relationships, including
similarity, can be described intuitively by spatial or geometric properties in an
expression space.

Engineering approaches to facial expression recognition have mainly been of
the categorical type, trying to classify facial expressions. Methods using more
detailed and complicated facial features trying to provide a more detailed anal-
ysis have, however, received more interest recently [2]. Combinations of basic
expressions are used to describe compound expressions as sub-categories [3].
These approaches provide more accurate, however still discrete descriptions, of
expressions. On the other hand, it seemed that a quantitative representation in
the form of coordinates of a continuous space could unify the categorical and
dimensional theories since the categories can be regarded as domain decomposi-
tion of the continuous expression space, just as color categorization is obtained
in a color space [11].

Another problem with today’s subjective expression spaces is that all of them
were built from psychological evaluations such as the affect grid or semantic dif-
ferential (SD) level scores. These data are reduced to low dimensional continuous
spaces using MDS or PCA. As a result, these psychological expression spaces
have no direct correspondence with the physical stimuli or the facial expression
images. On the other hand, the spaces used in engineering are based on purely
physical stimuli or facial images which contain no information of subjective per-
ception. In this paper we use a psychophysical approach to build an expression
space based on the physical stimuli or facial expression image space and equip it
at every point with the expression JND discrimination thresholds to incorporate
subjective characteristics in expression perception. This new expression space is
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actually a Riemann space with a metric tensor defined by the JND thresholds.
In fact, this approach is well known in color science where the color space is
defined in the RGB stimuli space equipped with color JND thresholds known as
MacAdam ellipses and ellipsoids [13,14].

There is also an issue that even in researches used spatial representation
of expressions, either in psychological or engineering usage, the geometry of the
space received little attention. Dimensional theories, for example, tried to explain
why the placement of basic expressions obtained from psychological rating or SD
score are far from a perfect circle [9], while engineers used the Euclidean distance
between feature vectors such as AU or other descriptors in the PCA subspaces
as measure of similarity for classification and recognition. All these methods
are based a tacit assumption that the expression space is a Euclidean space
which, according to the above arguments, requires to be tested. In this paper,
we introduce a framework which enables us to analyze intrinsic geometry in the
space of facial expressions.

It is known that it is hard to compare two remote expressions and even harder
to describe their difference quantitatively. This suggests that the global geometry
of expression space is hard to investigate or properties to be measured. On the
other hand, it is easy to compare two expressions close to each other or with a
subtle difference and so to obtain objectively stable measurements. In fact, the
discrimination threshold measurements are known in psychophysics to be one
of the most fundamental ways for substantial understanding of phenomena [10].
Furthermore, the discrimination thresholds are known to define a metric tensor
describing intrinsic geometry in a Riemann space [23].

Thus, in this paper we measured the JND discrimination thresholds of facial
expressions and draw them as ellipsoids in a 3D expression space, by simultane-
ous comparison between two facial expressions avoiding the influence of language
and category judgments. The data is produced by morphing between different
expression images. The results show that all the discrimination threshold ellip-
soids have very different shapes and sizes for different basic expressions. The
measurements from different subjects show similar trends in these variations.
Since the discrimination thresholds as ellipsoids are subjectively unit spheres
which have the same size and shape everywhere, it is a strong evidence that the
expression space is not a Euclidean space. Indeed, these discrimination thresh-
olds define local metric tensor for every expressions so a natural outcome is that
one obtains the expression space as a Riemann space. We will show a finer dis-
tribution of 23 JND thresholds ellipsoids from a single subject in 2D and 3D
PCA spaces, which show a smooth transition of local geometry among different
expression and certain distinct features of the Riemann space.

2 Discrimination Thresholds and Riemann Space

2.1 Definitions of Thresholds and a Riemann Space

It is known that there are two types of thresholds in psychophysics [10]. The
stimulus thresholds are the minimal stimulus to invoke a sensation. The other
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type are the discrimination thresholds which are defined as the just noticeable
difference (JND) between two simultaneously presented stimuli.

It is also known that a Riemann space is a space S in which a bilinear
function or an inner product (·, ·) is defined at the tangent space TxS for every
point x ∈ S such that

(dx, dy) := dxTG(x)dy, ∀dx, dy ∈ TxS

where the matrix G(x) is smoothly defined for every x ∈ S. The G(x) defines
local geometry such as distances and angles around the point x. It is known as
the (Riemann) metric tensor [23].

It is well known that a color space is a Riemann space defined by the metric
tensor obtained from the MacAdam’s ellipsoids and ellipses [13,14]. Similarly,
we will use the JND thresholds near an expression as the unit sphere in local
distance which describes the perceptional difference between slight variations of
the expression in the expression space. This information at every point in the
space then defines the Riemann metric tensor therefore giving the expression
space the structure of a Riemann space.

It is reported in [8] that tests along a morphing image sequence between
basic expression images show a sharp boundary between basic expressions A
and B. This result is then used as an major evident, so called as a paradox
against dimensional theory. In fact, those reported thresholds could be thresholds
in categorical perceptions which are results of discontinuity between categories
when the subjectives have no other choices besides A and B. In our measurement
of the JND thresholds, as will be mentioned later, we will take care to avoid
categorical judgments and influence of verbal labels of expression categories.

2.2 From Local Properties to Global Geometry

We hereafter consider a continuous space and its discrimination thresholds. It is
known that it is easier for humans to judge relative and small differences than
abstract levels of a stimulus. On the other hand, it is difficult to recover a global
perception from a greater collection of local relative information. The celebrated
Weber-Fechner law is an example showing how to obtain a global law in the
whole space from local laws at every different point. In this case the logarithm
function between the sensation and stimulus is obtained. Its success lies in the
fact that the local thresholds are represented by an ODE which is fortunately
integrable and one can obtain the global law in terms of elementary functions. In
fact, the disagreement between the Weber-Fechner law and data comparing with
Stevens’ law is not due to this local to global integration strategy but to the error
in the local Weber’s law and Stevens’ law can be obtained from integration using
a correct local law. Unfortunately such closed forms are not always possible since
an integration or solution of an arbitrary ODE, even when it exits, can rarely
be expressed in a closed form in terms of elementary functions. On the other
hand, nowadays one does not need such a closed form as long as the functional
relationships are computable. e.g. a LUT will do almost the same if not better.
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2.3 1D vs Higher Dimensions

Another fact is that most theories in psychophysics were about stimulus-response
of 1-dimensional data. This is understandable considering that the integration
from local information to a global representation would become much harder
when the stimuli and responses are high dimensional. In fact, it seemed there
are few new additions after the Weber-Fechner and Stevens’ laws. In particular,
the only reports for discrimination thresholds researches in multi-dimensional
case were those about color perception. The first 1D discrimination thresholds
along straight lines in a color space were measured by Wright [12], which was
followed by MacAdam [13] to measure discrimination thresholds in 2D or chro-
maticity plane, so-called MacAdam ellipses. The 3D discrimination thresholds
which are ellipsoids in a color space were obtained by Brown-MacAdam [14].
One of major implications of these data is that the discrimination threshold
show that a color space is not an Euclidean space but a distorted or curved
space, which can be modeled as a Riemann space. In fact, colors lie on these dis-
crimination thresholds, ellipses or ellipsoids, have the same subjective difference
from the center colors, so they should form a unit circle or sphere and have the
same size and shape everywhere. MacAdam ellipses show however various sizes
and shapes for different center colors which then provide definite evidents that
a color space is not a Euclidean space. The thresholds which define subjective
distances depending on center colors then provide a Riemann metric for the color
space [11]. Such intrinsic geometry is then used to apply the tools of Riemann
geometry to find fruitful applications e.g. [21,22].

In this research, we are aiming at an application of the above successful
strategy to the perception of facial expressions.

3 Measuring JND Discrimination Thresholds

We used images from two database of expression images: the Japanese
Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) Database [15] and the Bosphorus Database
[17–19]. The images contain seven basic expressions: Anger, Disgust, Fear, Sad-
ness, Happiness, Surprise and Neutral and AU images from one person in each
database. These images are used to create morphing image sequences combining
all pairs among different expressions. This is done using the FUTON system
(ATR Japan) [16] using the feature points shown in Fig. 2.

The test and a comparison expression image are shown simultaneously on
a screen (Fig. 1). To avoid adaptation and prediction, a 2 s interval (showing
a neutral background) is inserted between sessions, the order of the images is
randomized. The observer is instructed to compare the two expressions and
answer if they are the “same” or “different” without interpreting them, and no
hints on the labels of the expressions (emotions) are provided. We instruct the
observer to ignore the type of the expression and to answer only if the images
show identical expressions or not. By discouraging attempts to interpret the
expressions we hope to minimize the influence of category perception during the
process.
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Fig. 1. Measurement environment

Fig. 2. Feature points

The observers are also informed in advance that the changes are about 1%
so it is possible that they will not be able to discriminate the different images.
The observers are also instructed to vote “different” when the decision takes
more than 5 s, in order to avoid prediction, classification into emotion categories
and to minimize the influence of other high-level cognition processes. There is
a 5 min break after each session. Each comparison of two images was repeated
three times, inserted among all image pairs in a random order.

The images and threshold data are then reduced by PCA using the covariance
matrix and MDS to the first 2D and 3D eigen subspaces. The discrimination
ellipsoids are then fitted using a Gaussian or RFB function fitting method.

In the first experiment we used 7 basic expression images from JAFFE to pro-
duce 21 morphing sequences. 2086 images are projected by PCA to 2D and 3D
spaces while 126 threshold points were used to fit 7 ellipsoids shown in Figs. 3,
4 and 5. They show that the obtained expression spaces are not Euclidean,
since JND ellipsoids define subjective unit spheres. Besides, the personal
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Fig. 3. Subject 1, 2, 3; JND thresholds in 3D PCA space
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Fig. 4. Subject 1, 2, 3; JND thresholds in the 1st-2nd PCA space
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Fig. 5. Subject 1, 2, 3; JND thresholds in the 1st-3rd PCA space
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Fig. 6. 23 ellipsoids in the 3D, ellipses in 1st-2nd, 1st-3rd PCA spaces
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variations between observers can be quite large. However, there are clear struc-
tural similarities among the JND thresholds distributions in the expression
spaces of different observers.

In the second experiment we used 7 basic expressions and 21 AU images
from the Bosphorus database to produce 616 morphing sequences. 57844 images
were projected by PCA to 2D and 3D spaces, 2233 threshold points were used
to fit 23 ellipsoids from a single observer. The results of 3D, 1st-2nd and 1st-
3rd PCA projections are shown in Fig. 6. They indicate a smooth variation of
shapes, directions and sizes of the ellipsoids and a global flow in the space, which
indicate the metric tensor smoothly defined over the whole space and distinct
features of the intrinsic geometry of the Riemann space.

4 Discusssion, Conclusions and Future Work

The experiments require controlled conditions therefore are very labor intensive
and time consuming. Further measurements are necessary to verify the results
reported above and also to understand how the different steps in the experimen-
tal setup influence the final results. Besides, efficient approaches to produce nat-
ural and accurate morphing sequences of facial expressions are also important.

The facial image space is of very high dimensional, here we only illustrated
JND sections in 2D and 3D subspaces of PCA space for easy visibility. JND
thresholds in higher dimensional spaces can be obtained in the same way but
with much more measurement data. Further work is therefore required to fix
the expression space and estimate its dimension. Dimensionality reduction and
other possibility of psychophysical spaces may also be considered. A problem to
use features extracted from facial images is the difficulty to produce morphing
sequences corresponding to trajectories of shifts in the feature space.

Applications are expected in theoretical modeling, performance improvement
in facial expression analysis and recognition, etc. We are, however, confident that
the Riemannian approach to expression analysis is necessary and that it will play
a similarly important role as in the study of color perception.
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